Healthy Community Coalition Meeting
March 13, 2014
Attended By
Barbara Luniuck-Rakita, Friends of Youth

Allen Minner, FCCA

Steve Bates, Education (SVSD)

Nancy Moore, Fall City Neighbors
Newsletter, FCCA

Ryan Lewis: SVCN

Scott Allen, Law Enforcement
(King County Sheriff’s Office)

Del Moore, Fall City Neighbors, FCCA

Ross Marzolf, King County

Laura Boyes, King County Library
System

Nela Cumming, Encompass

Agenda Topic

Info Shared

Action/Next Steps

Welcome,
introductions,
announcements

None given.

N/A

Group Discussion
about Convey
Data

Highlights:

N/A



Short 1st person accounts and anecdote stories about drug use in the
Valley were shared, especially around libraries and Fall City.



SA > suggested needle receptacles yield a mixed benefit: increased
public safety due to non-littered needles, but attracting more users
merely by their presence



LB> KCLS deals with deviant behaviors in one of two ways: a 1 year
ban from the library or file a Trespass.



SA > numerous calls/day about loitering, # 1 citizen complaint



“All the kids doing heroine” was a misperception the group thought
was growing



Need for more systemic resources than just Healthy Youth Survey



SA > drug use typically links to more criminal behavior (e.g.
burglary)



SA > a significant challenge is about prosecution or lack thereof. An
example of a recent arrest of an individual with numerous burglaries
and possession of a weapon was given, yet this individual has not
been prosecuted. “Laws don’t support prosecution.”



What can be done to curb substance abuse? 2 pronged approach:
Family parent education and law enforcement to back it up.



SA > 911 is the best way to invoke police services. If the call is not a
911 emergency, the call is redirected to a local dispatcher. All data is
collected here.

Potential Next
Steps

Next Coalition
Meeting



How to satisfy a clear and accurate summary of actual incident
reporting across the Valley was more unknown than known to the
group. Thus, both the need for and the question of how to accomplish
'unified reporting' is a potential takeaway for more investigation.



911 education: efforts to improve public use of 911. Nancy offered to
write an educational piece about 911 in the next issue of Fall City
Neighbors. The SVCN and local newspapers are other outreach
possibilities too.



April 10th Snoqualmie Valley Alliance Church, Fall City

N/A

N/A

